
Vorratsboxen mit Serviettentechnik und
Tafelflächen
Instructions No. 308
You can never have enough large boxes that make it easier to clean up. Especially when they are as beautiful as these
specimens in country house look. With colour and large patterned ones you can recreate Napkins them in a few easy steps.

It's that simple:

Prime boxes and MDF decors opaque white and allow to dry. On the front of the large boxes, draw a board with rounded
corners on the inside and apply Board paint in several layers crisscrossing the board.

Stick the various Napkins onto the other boxes, either flat or as a pattern border. For the handles, braid three long strands of
Jute yarn , knot the beginning and end so that there is still enough Jute yarn left to thread through and secure. Use scissors
to pierce two holes next to each other in the box or lid.
Wrap the ends of the braided Cord with adhesive tape and thread them through. Fix the inside with a knot and hot glue.
Paint the paper flowers blue, brown and with mixtures of both colours and combine after drying. Put a decorative closure
through the middle and fix it through a small hole on the boxes. Paint the MDF decors with Effect Glue (we recommend
applying it with a Spatula) and finally glue it on.

Extra tip:
For large napkin motifs it is recommended to use a temporary spray adhesive. The Napkins sticks through the adhesive, but
can be removed again and again until they are really wrinkle-free. Afterwards paint over with Napkin varnish as usual.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

754637-01 VBS Board paint, 100 mlBlack 1

726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1

560085-41 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlLight blue 1

110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1

110938 Spray adhesive Odif 404, removable 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

VBS Cardboard boxes "Rectangle", set of 7

19,99 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-cardboard-boxes-rectangle-set-of-7-a33473/
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